As flying vertebrates go, hummingbirds are veritable humdingers. Featherweight members of the vertebrate subphylum, some species of hummingbirds can thrive at heights of 5,000 meters above sea level, hovering in thin air at high-altitude habitats, which pose formidable challenges to certain forms of flight. With rising altitude, the drop in atmospheric oxygen content stymies energygenerating metabolic reactions, and falling air density hampers mechanical lift. However, these birds are unruffled by such hurdles, executing one of the most energy-expensive kinds of locomotion in the animal kingdom with seeming aplomb. How do they hover? Biologist Douglas Altshuler and his team at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, have been tracking the birds' mechanical maneuvers for years, hoping to understand how the pectoral muscles of Anna's hummingbirds (Calypte anna) power their wing strokes.
In the figure, a volunteer is seen assisting Altshuler in a makeshift laboratory near Costa Rica's Monteverde region as he tries to record a hummingbird lifting a string of small weights on an elastic harness around the bird's neck inside an experimental chamber. While one camera on the floor records the number of weights that the bird lifts when released into the chamber, another captures a horizontal view of its wing motions, which the researchers use to analyze the bird's wing beats. "We can use that information, as well as other basic information about the birdsuch as its morphology-and the air temperature and barometric pressure to calculate how much muscle power the bird is exhibiting for that specific lift," says Altshuler.
Through such experiments, Altshuler's team has found that hummingbirds hover by briefly widening the sweep angle of their wings and turning up the frequency of wing beats, an impressive feat akin to a person on a treadmill attempting to move faster by simultaneously increasing the frequency and length of strides. "There are fundamental constraints. In general, you can really only maximize one or the other because the longer your stride lengths, the lower your stride frequencies have to be," says Altshuler. The team found that a relatively simple but unusual pattern of electrical activation of the birds' pectoral muscles enables them to control muscle recruitment to overcome those constraints, effectively allowing the birds to soar and hover.
Learning how hummingbirds take wing might lead to benefits beyond the mere satisfaction of scientific curiosity. Such studies, says Altshuler, have implications for medicine and engineering, illuminating the mechanics of neuromuscular control, which goes awry in several human disorders, and inspiring the development of robotic devices, such as vacuum cleaners and birdsized drones.
Researchers record a hummingbird lifting a string of small weights to determine the bird's muscle power. Image courtesy of Doug Altshuler, Team Hummingbird.
